Press Release: Cactus CM-60

Expand the lighting possibilities by applying a soft box mask on the Cactus
CB-60 series soft box. This new soft box mask set includes three mask
shapes, circular and two narrow strips that can create beautiful catchlights
and highlights.

Hong Kong, December 2,
2, 2016 – These specially made masks work on the original CB-60
soft box, the CB-60S (Silver) and CB-60W (White), and allow countless additional
ways in shaping the light from Cactus’ 60cm foldable square soft box.
Three mask shapes
A 43.5cm diameter circular mask is the perfect tool in creating beautiful and
natural catch lights, especially in portraitures. The other two masks are both in a
rectangular shape, a 20cm wide strip mask, and an even narrower 7cm strip mask, are
also essential in helping to create highlights of the subject.
Quick and easy to setup
Each mask has Velcro on all four sides and can be mounted directly onto the Velcro
strips of the CB-60 square soft box. This also means all the masks can be attached
to and taken off in seconds as they simply snaps on by Velcro, making application
extremely quick and easy.
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Built to last
All the mask uses high quality materials that are durable and optimized for light
quality. Each mask is constructed by machined sewing two square-shape layers
together for prolonged durability. The translucent white diffuser cloth is attached
to the opaque black mask with stitching along cut-out mask and around the outer
edge. Each Soft Box Mask Set also comes with a carrying case.
Price and Availability
Cactus CM-60 Soft Box Mask Set is currently scheduled to be available in
mid-December 2016 and priced at US$36.00 (ex VAT).
About Cactus
Headquarter in Hong Kong, Cactus designs and engineers professional wireless
photographic lighting equipment - wireless flash triggers, wireless portable flash,
laser trigger, and other lighting and camera accessories in our Hong Kong studio.
Cactus is a global brand with distributors and dealers throughout the world.
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